
In November 1997 when TOCA:Touring car championship was released, it was 
Codemasters’ first polygonal racing game and their first (true) simulation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOCA was the first saloon car racer available at home and included upto 16 cars at once on 
screen.  The game engine was the first to calculate inertia, momentum and each wheels’ 
grip/traction independently.  Destruction Derby aside, this was the first decent racer to fea-
ture car damage.  Another feature to impress was the opponents AI.  It was by far the best 
seen and it’s fair to say the opponents made a brilliant attempt at convincing players that 
you were playing human opponents.  All that would be nothing if the graphics and sound 
were lame however they shone through as the best yet seen.  The PC version was a little 
higher on resolution (Playstation ran at 256x340).  The cars were very light at the back and 
incredible skill was required to keep them from spinning into an oversteer skid  —especially 
during wet weather.  It was fresh and in the UK we loved it.   
 
TOCA was the best racing game available in the UK at the time and along with V-Rally and F1 
’97 made the console a ’must have’ for racing fans.  Damaged vehicles with parts hanging 
off was very impressive, very realistic physics was the main sales pitch but quality audio and 
official UK tracks never previously given digital treatment was the icing on the cake.  TOCA 
was a fantastic game from highly respected developers.  Selling at least 600,000 units 
throughout Europe in the year before the second game was launched—a half of them sales 
were from Britain. 
 
TOCA 2 Touring Cars was released December 1998 to similar critical success.  It was quite 
simply more tracks, more cars (support cars), higher resolution (256x512), better audio, 
faster game, better weather and importantly two further big selling points.  
 

 
 
TOCA 2 featured a linkup facility to link two machines.  It 
worked very well, with no slow down noticeable and al-
though logistically difficult to organise two machines, 
tele’s and all the wires it did make superb gaming. 
(thankfully the link cable could be bought, no more solder-
ing dodgy joystick wires together).  In addition the game 
now took advantage of the new Dual shock analogue pad.  
The final icing on the cake was the addition of a hand-
brake - Unfortunately this came at the expense of the horn 
and music was dispensed with for this second game.  A 
handbrake is always more fun than a horn anyway and 
there’s only so many buttons you can use on a pad.  Before 
the next game was released the TOCA series had sold 2.5 
Million.  
 

 
   
The next game in the series TOCA:World Touring Cars met the same critical and 
commercial success and featured more tracks and cars.  By August 2000 on the 
ageing Playstation platform it was not possible to squeeze any further power, so 
whilst the graphics and sound were still great, they were not improved.  The 
handling also changed—it was far less twitchy at the back end.  Playstation 2 
was available in Japan by this time and screens of GT3 were exciting gamers—
that took the edge of this third game somewhat.  
 

• Formed in 1986 by Richard and David Darling.  David was just  18 years old.  They famously hit the 
times rich list in 1999 being estimated to be worth £40 Million. 

 

• They first created and published their own games for 8-bit formats. 
 

• Early hits including ‘BMX Simulator’ retailed for £2.50. And sold upto 100,000 units for spectrum.  In 
later years ‘Micro Machines’ made a lot of money for them on the Megadrive.  Sensible Soccer crea-
tor, Jon Hare joined Codies in later years.   

 

• Codies are quite unique— few companies of this size develop and publish their own games. 
 

• They’re British, create games for us Brits & TOCA was based on a British racing series.  
 

• The games TOCA and CMR do not sell in America or Japan but they carry on producing this game for 
our benefit and to the detriment of their sales — for this they deserve our utmost respect. 

Above left:Playstation TOCA.  Above right:PC TOCA. 

Above:1996 Sega Touring car champi-

onship.  Very much an arcade game but 

a reasonably big hit. 

 


